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Standard Model (SM) is a gauge theory with gauge group SU(3)C x SU(2)L x

U(1)Y and is in excellent agreement up to energies of 100 GeV.

Experimental observation of nonzero masses of neutrinos has provided a

signal to go beyond SM.

The Daya Bay and RENO neutrino oscillation experiments concludes non

zero and relatively large value of mixing angle θ13.

The results from long baseline accelerator neutrino experiments T2K and

NovA explain the nearly maximal mixing angle θ23≥ 45º and δl ~270º as well as

statistical analysis of the cosmological data gives the value of neutrinoless

double beta decay <mee> less than 16meV , indicates the preference for normal

ordering of neutrino masses.



 Experimental Data

 On the theoretical side the flavor structure of SM is dictated by the   
fermion mass matrices, successful choice of mass matrix help to suggest 
an appropriate model for explaining the fermion mass spectrum.

Origin: Textures are imposed by some underlying symmetries to allow to

derive some predictions which can be compared with experimental data.

 Phenomenologically ‘Texture zero approach’ has been considered wherein
certain elements of mass matrices are zero and such mass matrices are
referred as texture specific mass matrices.



The neutrino mass matrix Mν is given by seesaw mechanism 

Class a b c d e f

C-I 11,22,13,31 11,12,21,33 11,22,23,32 13,31,22,33 11,23,32,33 12,21,22,33

C-II 11,13,31,23 11,12,21,23, 

32

13,31,22,23 12,21,13,31, 

33

12,23,32, 33 12,21,13,31,

22

C-III 11,13,31 11,12,21 22,23,32 13,31,33 23,32,33 12,21,22

C-IV 13,31,22 12,21,33 11,23,32 - - -

C-V 11,22 11,33 22,33 - - -

C-VI 12,21,13,31 12,21,23,32 13,31,23,32 - - -

Fritzsch type mass matrices

Table I: Non Fritzsch type can be obtained by distributing nonzero elements in the possible 9 slots

available keeping in mind the hermiticity of matrix. 12 possibilities of texture 3 zero classified into

Class I and Class II and 15 possibilities of texture 2 classified into Class III, Class IV, Class V,

Class VI.



Table III: Calculated Phenomenological Quantities for Texture 6 zero combinations (NH)

Figure depict that mixing angles
are well within experimental data
but IH is completely out of range.



Ml, MνD NH IH

I,    I Aa,bb,cc,dd,ee,ff,ab,ba,cf
,fc,de,ed

-

II,   II - -

I,   II - -

II, I fb, da, db, fa -

I,     III aa, bb, cc, dd, ee, ff, ab, 
ba, cf, fc,de, ed

ac,ae,bc,be,ca,cd,db,
df,eb,ef,fa,fd

III,     I aa,bb,cc,dd,ee,ff,ab,ba,
cf, de,ed,fc

-

I,       IV da, db, ea, eb, fa, fb -

IV,    I ad,ae,bc,bf,cc

I,      V aa, ab, ba, bb, cc, fc -

V,     I aa,ab,bb,ba,cc,cf -

II,    III aa,bb, cc, ee, ab,ba, cf, 
da, fa, fb

ac,ae,bb,bf,ca,ce,dc,
de,eb,ef,fc,fe

III,   II aa,ba,cc,fc -

II,    IV db, fb -

IV,   II - -

II,     V da, ba, da, fc -

V,     II - -

Table II: Viable texture 6 zero & 5 zero lepton mass matrices for NH and IH



Table IV: Calculated phenomenological quantities for viable 5 zero combinations

Table reveals

 The spectrum of neutrino masses following NH, ruling out degenerate neutrinos.
 θ1 2 is spanning its entire expt range. 
 The magnitude of Jl (~10-2) can reach the percentage level and might be detected 

in the upcoming long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments.
 The magnitude of effective mass <mee > to be measured in the neutrino less 

double beta decay (~10-3) is too small to be experimentally accessible in 
foreseable experiments.



Texture 6 zero lepton mass matrices

 16 combinations out of 144 compatible  for NH.

 None combination compatible for IH and degenerate Majorana 
neutrinos

Texture 5 zero lepton mass matrices

 66 combinations out of 288 compatible for NH.

 24 combinations out  of 288 compatible for IH.

 Degenerate neutrinos ruled out.

Texture specific mass matrices have provided valuable clues in understanding
fermion masses and mixing in a unified manner. For all the allowed cases we
are able to get the ranges of effective neutrino mass and CP violating phase
which lie in the sensitivity limits of the experimental data. More refined
measurements of mixing angles, effective neutrino mass and CP violating phase
in leptonic sector can help us to locate unique texture structure for charged
leptons and neutrinos and thus they are important for building more ambitious
theories.


